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Module 9:  AI Applications

• PART 9.1 : Computer Vision and Robotics

• PART 9.2 : Natural language understanding 

• PART 9.3 : AI in Healthcare

• PART 9.4 : Ethics of AI

• How many your decision has been made by AI Today ??? • AI is not magic 
– We need to put lot of domain knowledge 

Todays Robot Ethics of AI

• Robots vs Humans
• Jobs
• Bias
• Fairness
• Accountability
• Transparency
• Privacy
• Ethical uses

• Ethics, Privacy, Security and 
Artificial  Intelligence

• Towards a “Responsible AI”



Robots vs Humans
Jobs

Future of Jobs

• AI Present
– 40% of companies struggle to hire and retain data 

scientists

– ~1/3rd of the top 400 companies lack State of Art 
(SoA) data analysis tools and personnel

– 364K new jobs expected by 2020.

• 50K currently vacant in India

• ~1/3rd of jobs could be replaced by 2030
– many different reports

• AI will create more jobs than it eliminates
– Gartner report

• Teams of AI + Human Intelligence will be 
common

Key Challenge: Robustness

Key Challenge: Data Bias

he : she

surgeon : nurse  
brilliant : lovely  
architect : interior designer

Key Challenge: Transparency

• Almost no idea why Deep Learning
– works, or

– doesn’t work

• Important for human-AI teams

• New research agenda: 
– Xplainable AI

– FAT ML :
– Faireness +  Accountability + Transparency 



Key Challenge: Fairness

Source : https://www.moralmachine.net/

r

Key Challenge: Accountability

• Who/What is responsible?
– Company who designed the car

– Engineer who designed the ML algorithms

– Owner who bought the car

– Driver who drove the car and gave training data

Key Challenge: Privacy

Key Challenge: Human-AI Interaction

• Defining the objective function
– “You should not see any dirt”

– “Have no dirt”

– “If there is dirt, clean the dirt”

• Cognitive Science + AI
– Understanding humans and communicating w them

Responsible AI
The Responsible AI project consists of six guidelines:
• Fairness:

– AI systems should treat all people fairly and not affect similarly situated groups in different ways.

• Reliability and Safety:
– Customers should be able to trust that AI solutions will perform reliably and safely within a clear set

of parameters, as well as respond safely to unanticipated situations.

• Privacy and Security:
– AI systems should be secure and respect existing privacy laws.

• Inclusiveness:
– AI systems should engage and empower people and use inclusive design practices to eliminate

unintentional barriers.

• Transparency:
– People should know how AI systems work and how they interact with data to make decisions.

• Accountability:
– Those who design and deploy AI systems are accountable for how their systems operate.



Ethical uses of AI

• Dynamite vs. bomb

• Intelligent weapons?
– reduce barrier to wars

– kill targeted people

– democratize weapons

• Automated doctor?

• Depends on the expert 

Future Scope in AI

• New research agenda: 
– Xplainable AI
– FAT ML :

– Faireness +  Accountability + Transparency 
– Meta Learning 

• learning from own to optmize the model 

• Shot learning 

Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)

• XAI is an evolving area of research  
• program aims to create a suite of machine learning techniques that:

– Produce more explainable models, while maintaining a high level of learning 
performance; and

– Enable human users to understand, appropriately trust, and effectively manage the 
emerging  generation of artificially intelligent partners.

– FAT ML :
• Faireness 

• Accountability 

• Transparency 

AI@SVNIT : Robotics, Sensors  
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Computational Intelligence and Smart Motion 
Robotics (CISMR) 

• 3 D Printer 

• Bipedal Robot
• Foot pressure sensor 

• IR Camera  
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Projects @ CISMR
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Risks

• Energy consumption
– GPT-3 (released May 2020) from OpenAI has 175 billion parameters

– The question this raises is – if these systems become ubiquitious, will their demand for energy lead to 
environmental harms?

Risks 

• Privacy
– Machine learning algorithms rely heavily on readily 

accessible, large datasets. 

– More data leads to better performance, so companies and 
nation-states have strong incentives to collect as much data as 
they can 

– Coupled with our mobile devices which can generate a wealth 
of information, this leads to a dangerous situation where the 
desire to train ML systems incentivizes violating people’s 
right to privacy 

– This has led to emerging work in privacy-preserving machine 
learning, which allows data and learning to happen on devices 
in a decentralized way, and only transmit limited statistics to 
a central server.

Security

• In high-stakes applications such as autonomous driving and 
authentication (face ID), models need to not only be accurate 
but need to be robust against attackers. 

• Researchers have shown how to generate adversarial 
examples to fool systems. 

• For example, you can put stickers on a stop sign to trick a 
computer vision system into mis-classifying it as a speed 
limit sign. 

• You can also purchase special glasses that fool a system into 
thinking that you’re a celebrity. 

• Guarding against these attackers is a wide open problem

Bias Fairness

• Northpointe: COMPAS predicts criminal risk score (1-10)
• ProPublica: given that an individual did not reoffend, Black people 

2x likely to be (wrongly) classified 5 or above 
• Northpointe: given a risk score of 7, 60% of White people 

reoffended, 60% of Black people reoffended



Feedback loops in learning

Relatedly, AI systems are deployed in a dynamic
environment in which the system makes predictions
(search results, recommendations, ads), users take
action (e.g., clicks).

These actions are recorded as data used to retrain
the system, often to reinforce these actions.

This introduces a feedback which usually amplifies
or polarizes the initial signal, leading to unstable
behavior.

An open research challenge is to design learning
algorithms whose dynamics are stable.

Generating fake content

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l82PxsKHxYc

Prospects and risks of AI

• AI technology is an amplifier
• Can reduce accessibility barriers and improve the lives of the less 

fortunate 
• Can amplify bias, security risks, centralize power 
• Can build it ≠ should build it
• Figuring out the right way to reap the benefits and mitigate the risks 

will also require having a deep technical understanding, especially to 
develop novel solutions, which is what this course seeks to provide.

Future in AI 

• The first generation of AI was ‘descriptive analytics,’ which answers 
the question, “What happened?” 

• The second, ‘diagnostic analytics,’ addresses, “Why did it happen?” 
• The third and current generation is ‘predictive analytics,’ which 

answers the question, “Based on what has already happened, what 
could happen in the future?”

• The fourth generation of AI is ‘artificial intuition,’ which enables 
computers to identify threats and opportunities without being told 
what to look for, just as human intuition allows us to make decisions 
without specifically being instructed on how to do so.



Have fun at what you do and do the right thing

Feedback 
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